
COOKER HOOD 

Operating switches 

Button A: Turns the light OFF 

Button B: Turns the light ON 

Display L: Displays the automatic operating mode of the sensor (”A” will show). Displays the automatically 

selected engine speed (1-4). 

Button C: Decreases engine speed and turns the system OFF.  (If the automation finds it necessary, the 

cooker hood will restart at the speed selected by the sensor.) 

Button D: Increases engine speed and turns the system ON. (The speed is then adjusted to the speed 

selected by automatic function.) 

Button D: Activates and deactivates the automatic function. When this functions is activated, display C will 

show ”A” and the engine spped will increase and decrease automatically according to fumes and gases. 

 

To optimize energy consumption, speed 4 (ventilation maxpower) automatically adjusts to speed 3 

after 5 minutes. If the cooker hood is left on (light and/or fan) and is not adjusted during 10 hours, 

the device will automatically switch to OFF mode after this time, and all functions will shut down. 

 

 

GENERAL VENTILATION 

The ventilation of the apartment is controlled from the digital 

controller on the wall downstairs. Ventilation system cannot be 

turned off completely, it always operates at least at minimum 

power. Especially when you are having sauna (and also ½ hour 

after that) it is important to set the ventilation to a higher 

power (press boost button or adjust to power 3-5). If there is a 

bad air, hot or many people in the apartment, you can boost 

the ventilation by setting it at higher power. At night and when 

absence, set the ventilation power to position 1. Other times, 

you can use ventilation with the normal setting 2-3. 

When using the fireplace, turn on the fireplace switch from 

the switch next to the fireplace (or downstairs digital 

controller) by pressing the fireplace switch icon. The fireplace 

function is on approx 15 minutes at a time and after that 

ventilation returns to normal mode. If the fireplace does not 

pull properly, press the fireplace switch again. 

When not staying in the apartment you can put the ”away” 

function on by pressing the Home/Away icon. (Human 

character inside the house = Home and human character 

outside the house = Away) 
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